
David Hulse teaches a wonderful workshop on planetary tuners. In his workshop he demonstrates a practical 
system of how planetary tuners can be placed on each vertebra of the spine based on the zodiac resonance to 
effect healing. I have added the twenty two  Major Arcana Cards to what has already created.

The tarot cards are a universal language in pictorial form.  The twenty two Major Arcana Tarot Cards have a 
specific correlation to the planets, astrology signs and elements. The eyes are like scanners and they can 
absorb volumes of information at a glance.  Even if you do not understand the tarot cards on a conscious level, 
you’re higher consciousness can interpret this sacred language in pictorial form. Allowing your clients to view 
the corresponding images of the tarot while using the planetary tuners may enhance the vibrations greatly.  

Planetary Tuning Forks & Major Arcana Cards Correlation

By Lee Ann Cornell



Placement of Planetary Tuners

Cervical
C1 Sun Fork / The Sun 
C2 Moon Fork / The High Priestess
C3 Mercury Fork / The Magician
C4 Venus Fork / The Empress
C5 Mars Fork / The Tower
C6 Jupiter Fork / The Wheel Of Fortune
C7 Saturn Fork / The World

Thoracic

T1 Mars Fork / Aries / The Emperor
T2 Venus Fork / Taurus / The Hierophant
T3 Mercury Fork / Gemini / The Lovers
T4 Moon Fork / Cancer / The Chariot
T5 Sun Fork / Leo/ Strength
T6 Mercury Fork / Virgo / The Hermit
T7 Venus Fork / Libra / Justice
T8 Pluto Fork / Scorpio / Death
T9 Jupiter Fork / Sagittarius / Temperance
T10 Saturn Fork / Capricorn / The Devil
T11 Uranus Fork / Aquarius / The Star
T12 Neptune Fork / Pisces / The Moon

Lumbar

L1 Uranus Fork / Air / The Fool
L2 Neptune Fork / Water / The Hanged 
Man
L3 Pluto Fork / Fire / Judgement
L4 Earth / Earth / OM Frequency
L5 Sound



The sun connects with the conscious mind and an outward reflection of one’s sense of self identity.  
The Sun Tuner enhances a sense of strength, motivation and vitality. It radiates and promotes 
enthusiasm, masculinity, assertiveness and determination. “ To Shed Light” “  Consciously Aware

Sun                                                Leo

The Sun Tuner



The Moon connects the subconscious mind. It reflects one’s emotional make up, unconscious habits, 
memories, moods and ability to react and adapt to people. The Moon Tuner promotes emotional 
tranquility, softness, intuition, enhances feelings, femininity, and a flowing flexibility. 

Moon                                                                  Cancer

The Moon Tuner



Mercury influences communication, interaction, mentality, thinking patterns, and rationality. The 
Mercury Tuner enhances abilities to cooperate through understanding. It sharpens communication 
skills through reason, writing and speaking with confidence.

Mercury                                                                  Gemini                                              Virgo

The Mercury Tuner



Venus influences love, romantic relationships, family, marriage, social interactions, and cultural likes. 
The Venus Tuner enhances creativity, artistry, and the ability to have close relationships with others to 
receive and share. It increases love of pleasure, harmony and self-appreciation.

Venus                                                                    Taurus                                              Libra

The Venus Tuner



Mars influences work, energy, ambition, sex drive, temperament, and aggression. The Mars Tuner 
enhances strength and desire, motivates action, bringing out decision-making abilities and 
assertiveness. It gives courage and strengthens sexual nature.

Mars                                                                    Aries

The Mars Tuner



Jupiter influences luck, ethics, belief systems, philosophy, religion, expansion, education, travel and 
desire for growth. The Jupiter Tuner enhances openness, trust, optimism, and good fortune. It brings 
out a jovial spirit of laughter, allows one to be receptive to grace and the adventure of life.

Jupiter                                                                     Sagittarius

The Jupiter Tuner



Saturn influences fears, limitations, restrictions, obstacles, disciplines, the sense of duty and ability to 
endure hardships. The Saturn Tuner enhances ability to be disciplined, to set limits with ourselves and 
others, to be more structured, organized and take responsibility for completing tasks.

Saturn                                                 Capricorn

The Saturn Tuner



Uranus influences inventions, industrial growth, societies, humanitarian progress, and revolutionary 
events. The Uranus Tuner enhances ability to make life changes through inspiration and insight, plus 
the freedom of expression without self- imposed limitations.

Uranus                                                           Air

The Uranus Tuner



Neptune influences the rise and fall of nations and society, interwoven with creativity, idealism, 
compassion and illusion. The Neptune Tuner enhances spiritual experiences, artistic nature, music, 
dance and creativity. The ability to be compassionate, get in touch with and support dream life.

Neptune                                                             Water

The Neptune Tuner



Pluto influences destruction to bring about reform and new growth (such as corruption of government 
etc.) The Pluto Tuner enhances ability to face our deepest secrets and shed light into situations. 
Through Pluto, we can let go of the old and bring rebirth.

Pluto                                                                     Fire

The Pluto Tuner



Cervical C1
The Sun

Sun
Sun Fork

I am a child of God, the light force, the light giving energy that sustains and maintains the universe. This light radiates 
through the essence of my entire being filling me with vitality, determination and strength.  It is through this that all 
things great and small can be accomplished. Consciously aware. 

Cervical C2
High Priestess

Moon
Moon Fork

I have a keen sense of awareness and the ability to see beyond the superficial. 
Intuitively I will only accept that which is given through the light. I will use any insights that are given to me only for the 
highest good of all who are involved.  I will tap into these abilities only when needed. Sub-consciously aware.

Cervical C3 
The Magician

Mercury
Mercury Fork

Many times we say we want things in our lives but we do very little to make it happen. Thought is reality and it is 
important to be very specific, in your mind, about what you wish to accomplish in life. Set you intentions prior to each 
day. The things that you focus and concentrate on are the things that you manifest.

Cervical C4  
The Empress

Venus
Venus Fork

In myself and in all things, great and small, I see the beauty in the divine expression. I embrace my creativity and use it to 
my fullest ability. I embrace the love and splendor in life. Each day I constructively use my time and resources to nurture 
myself and others.  I willingly give and receive love and kindness.

Cervical C5 
The Tower

Mars
Mars Fork

Life is full of chaos and uncertainty.  Our established ways of thinking, our self- identity and sense of security becomes 
challenged. Life seems stormy and overwhelming. A time to build, a stronger core belief system, as things seem to 
crumble. Opportunity to blossom like a butterfly emerging out of a cocoon.

Cervical C6  
Wheel of Fortune

Jupiter
Jupiter Fork

Every thought, action and reaction in life creates karma. When we choose to allow people into our lives we take on more 
karma. Individually and collectively we create karma. If you do not like what life has to offer then re-evaluate your 
choices, situations and the people you allow into your life.



Cervical C7  
The World

Saturn
Saturn Fork

It is important not to get caught up in the drama and trivial things in life. Pay attention to your own 
personal world, and the things you need to do to complete things in life. Don’t let the world get you 
down . Make an effort to make a more cosmic consciousness connection.  Explore worlds within.

Thoracic T1  
The Emperor

Aries
Mars Fork

Rules, regulations and guidelines help to bring structure into life. Great will-power, taking the lead and 
being more aggressive may be required. You can handle the added responsibility.  Self-discipline or the 
discipline of others around you may be needed to gain better health and make life run smoother.

Thoracic T2  
The Hierophant

Taurus
Venus Fork

Flexibility, thinking out of the box, conforming or bending the rules to meet the specific needs of each 
situation. An unconventional or holistic approach may be considered.  Embracing the uniqueness of self, 
others or situations may be needed. Counseling, self-help books or a spiritual advisor may help.

Thoracic T3  
The Lovers

Gemini
Mercury Fork

When making major decisions in life a battle begins between heart and head. We are challenged to draw 
upon our ethics, morals, values and past experiences to make decisions. It is important to consider the 
long-term effects in all the different areas if your life.  Decisions bring consequences.  

Thoracic T4 
The Chariot

Cancer
The Moon Fork

Focus only on the things that are in your control. Work steadily, and prioritize things in life to maintain 
control over situations.  A calm proactive approach will help gain control over adversity.  It is time to 
confront things head on. Control your emotions. People can only push your buttons if you allow them to. 



Thoracic T5
Strength

Leo
Sun Fork

You have great courage, strength and  ability to say and do what you know is right. Avoid gossip 
and do not belittle others to make yourself look good. Your pride or ego need not get the best of 
you. Love triumphs over hate. Draw on your higher power to help you be strong in the face of 
adversity.

Thoracic T6
The Hermit

Virgo
Mercury Fork

Patience is a virtue and anything worthwhile is worth waiting on. Wisdom comes from within. 
Meditation or time alone may help to gain a clearer perception.  Someone with more seniority or 
maturity may shed light on a situation. 

Thoracic T7 
Justice

Libra
Venus Fork

Everyone is equal in the eyes of the creator. Take the time to carefully weigh things out in your 
mind. Objectively see both sides of issues and render an impartial decision. Many times there is no 
wrong or right, so just weigh out the pros and cons to determine what action should be taken. 

Thoracic T8
Death

Scorpio
Pluto Fork

Nothing ever remains the same in life. Every day is a new opportunity for change. There is a 
continual death of the old self and a birth of the new self.  Transformation, change and social 
reform are essential for growth. We are constantly adjusting to rapid changes in our high tech 
society.

Thoracic T9
Temperance

Sagittarius
Jupiter Fork

Sometimes we experience extremes in life until we find a sense balance. Not riding the emotional
rollercoaster in times of uncertainty may be difficult. Staying calm and doing things in moderation is
important. Focus on the present, go with the flow. Quiet your mind and center your thoughts.

Thoracic T10
The Devil

Capricorn
Saturn Fork

Fear is the devil’s playground. Out of fear we put self -imposed restrictions and limitations on 
ourselves. It is human nature to be tempted by things that are not of our highest good. We are 
given free will and the ability to know wrong from right. Darkness cannot exist where there is light. 
God lights the way.



Thoracic T11 
The Star

Aquarius
Uranus  Fork

Hope, inspiration, optimism, keeping the faith, wishful thinking, believing that everything will be 
alright no matter what and positive affirmations help to overcome difficulties. Look at challenges as 
learning experiences and an opportunity to grow and this will help to keep a positive mind set.

Thoracic T12 
The Moon

Pisces
Neptune Fork

Things may not appear as they seem. A time of illusion, deception, uncertainty, as one’s imagination 
seems to run wild. There is needless worry, imagining the worst and hoping for the best. Things are not 
always clearly defined in life and worry accomplishes nothing. Channel your imagination into a creative 
outlet.

Lumbar L1  
The Fool

Air
Uranus Fork

It is important to learn when to trust our instinctive mind and when to take a leap of faith as we learn to 
try new things. Life is an ongoing adventure full of limitless possibilities. Nothing ventured is nothing 
gained. It is hard to move forward if you don’t put yourself out there and take a few chances.

Lumbar L2  
Hanged Man

Water
Neptune Fork

Anything in life worthwhile requires a certain amount of sacrifices. You should not be the one making all 
of the sacrifices in life. There needs to be a balance between give and take. It may be a time in life to 
face your deepest fears head on for self- resolution.  Reversal in thinking may bring forth enlightenment.

Lumbar L3
Judgement

Fire
Pluto Fork

If you are feeling sorry for yourself it is time to re-evaluate your previous decisions in life. Learn to use a 
better sense of judgement in all areas of life. Do not judge other people for you have not lived their life. 
Make good judgement calls and don’t waver because you are being judged by others.



Aries Self-motivation, self-discipline, and self- confidence to take on more of a leadership role. The will power to 
stay true to one’s morals and value systems, and the strength to be the disciplinarian when duty calls. Libra Stuck 
in the middle and forced to be the mediator or arbitrator. Keeping balance and peace in situations. Making fair 
minded decisions that sometimes may appear a bit harsh. There cannot be a show of favoritism.  Aries & Libra 
Together can be tough love.

Aries   / Mars                                                                     Libra / Venus

Opposite Astrology Signs & Planetary Tuners



Taurus The challenge to work with diverse/ unique individuals and situations. Flexibility, thinking out of the box, 
conforming or bending the rules to meet the specific needs of each situation as things change.  Challenged to think 
in more of an unconventional manner. Scorpio One cannot force others to change or bring forth change until the 
time is right. A challenge to change within ourselves as the world changes around us.  Taurus & Scorpio Uproot 
outdated ways of thinking.

Taurus / Venus                                                       Scorpio / Pluto

Opposite Astrology Signs  &  Planetary Tuners



Gemini The challenge of not getting too many projects going all at once and making proper use of one’s time. 
Focus, concentration and the ability to communicate may be lacking. Sagittarius The ability to be on time and 
respect other people’s time may be a challenge. Lacking in maturity and lots of nervous energy. Any kind of 
permanency may be very difficult. There may be a need to bring the natural, joyful spirit and laughter back into 
one’s life.  Gemini & Sagittarius Lighten up and go with the flow of life.

Gemini /  Mercury                                            Sagittarius / Jupiter 

Opposite Astrology Signs & Planetary Tuners



Cancer Difficulty in finding tranquility and not allowing one’s emotions to get out of control. Over nostalgic and 
hanging on too tightly to the past. Emotions block the subconscious mind and intuitive insights. Finding comfort in 
food, having problems with letting go of people, places and things only for the security factor.  Capricorn
Repressing one’s feeling or sentiments and playing on other people’s weaknesses. Obsessed with making money.  
Cancer & Capricorn Control and security issues.

Cancer / Moon                                                     Capricorn / Saturn

Opposite Astrology Signs & Planetary Tuners



Leo One’s pride or ego may get in the way of doing the right thing and feeling like a coward.  Strength, 
determination, motivation, vitality and assertiveness may be lacking. Aquarius There is a challenge to remain 
optimistic in the midst of new-found freedom.  Faith, hope and inspiration may be
stifled by self-doubt.  Inventiveness may be restricted by self-imposed limitations.  Leo & Aquarius Have the 
courage to follow what you know in your heart is right. Don’t be afraid to enter in to uncharted waters. 

Leo / Sun                                                             Aquarius / Uranus

Opposite Astrology Signs & Planetary Tuners



Virgo Impatient and over analyzing things make communications difficult. Slowing one’s mind to meditate may 
bring forth clearer perspectives. Pisces In times of uncertainty, one’s imagination seems to run wild. Things are not 
clearly defined in life and worry accomplishes nothing. Virgo & Pisces Don’t let your imagination get the best of 
you while you’re patiently waiting for things to unfold.

Virgo / Mercury                                            Pisces / Neptune

Opposite Astrology Signs & Planetary Tuners



Balancing The Brain Hemispheres

Sun Planetary Tuner                                               Moon Planetary Tuner            



Interesting Planetary Tuner Combination 

Aries  / Mars                                                Cancer  / Moon

Exercise / Self -discipline                                Nurturing  / Eating Healthy
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